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A Note on Stochastic Finite Element Method(Part 2)
‑ Variation of Stress and Strain Caused by Fluctuations of
Material Properties and Geometrical Boundary Condition一

確率有限要素法に関するノート(第2報)
一材料特性と幾何学的境界条件のゆらぎによる応力と歪の変動‑
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1. ImtrodllCtion

A basic concept and formulation of stochastic finite
element method have been constructed on the problem or
shape nuctuation in the previous report. 1日t is worthy to

emphasize that the expectations and dispersions of dis･
placement, strain and stress at arbitrary points in structure
under interest are obtained by solving the equilibrium
equation only once･

The methodology proposed is, however, applicable to
the treatment of stochastie stiffness matrices raised by

properties of materialdistributed randomly, of which the
phenomena are encountered in the field of rock mechanics, 2)

Boundary Condition
Fig. I Image of a Sample Iuustrating Random Material
Properties and Random GeometriCalBoundary
Condition

composit materials̀3) and even usual materials･ 4I胡ence, the

extension of the methodology is of practical importance, and

process. The element stiffness matrix of plane stress or plane

lS Prlmary COnCem Of this study･

strain state is obtained through

Secondly, stochastic finite element method on the
problem of fluctuation of geometrical boundary condition is

the integration of the

fouowins equation 5) over the relevant quadrature.points.

[k]‑

fomulated. Nevertheless this kind of problem Can be dealt
with more easily than the above problem, the characteristic

of analysis resultwill be of great interest from engineering

旦塾.旦些L
∂x

∂x

i I:.:.'',I:::

point Or View.

For simplicity, the following fomlulation is made on a
two dimensional linear elastic problem as depicted Fig. 1,

howcyer, it is not difficult to extend it to three dimensional
problems ･

2. Formt]lation for FlucttJations of Material Properties
ln the present chapter, Young's modulus E and
Poisson's ratio I/ are introdllCed as a two･yariate stochastic

Dept. of Applied Physics and Applied Mechanics, institute
of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo.

It is therefore obvious that the ij nth entity of theglobal

stiffness matrix K,,･. has the following general form through
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usual merging procedure in case E and z/ can be regarded
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At the same time, the authors assume Eq. (6) as regards

displacement, which is to be subsittltedwith Eq･ (5･C) into

as constant in a element.

Eq. (7) of equilibrilJm equation in order to carry out the

Kl,I ‑

打慧(yLQr

+Rr) : plane stress (2la)

Second･order perturbation method.

Ui‑UP+∑ (U吉h符k+Ul,'k甲k)
k

写(1 E.Jy'll,71yL'2ソ′) (gL ･岩Rr･S,,,)

+ ∑∑ (U亨kl甲kql+Uヲ;J耶甲J+U.ak'/'甲岬L) ( 6 )

Ez

A

≡写(1'yL)(1‑2yL) (yJQi''Ri')

/

lK]iUI‑iFi
: plane straill

(7)

(2‑b)

As described in detail in the previous report i), unknown
where sufTu I represents the elements concemed with
merging procedure, in which Q㌢ and R㌢ are numerically

cQetficients are evaluated as follows.

(UOJlJ ‑[X.0Jrl (FP).

( ′.ヽ t t

8 9 10 1 1

) ー ー ＼ノ

evaluated.
(Ul,A),I‑‑[KP,]一l i∑ UO,Kt,kh

For convenience, the authors express the stochastic

process as sum of deterministic term and stochastic one
which indicates small nuctuations.

}

iUI;ki,ニー[KF,]‑) (∑ UO,耶kl,
∫

fU2,kli, ‑ ‑[KPJ] ) (∑ K!,･kUl,･JIi

EL‑EP+甲J

}

(3)

fU2,;I),‑‑[KP,.]11 (∑ (8k/UOjK.2,･/
リl‑ンol+甲l

(4)

)

+Ki,kUi'L +Kt,'･lUik)),

where detemlinistic terms EO/ and yP correspond to the

mearL Values of El and 2/I, Which reduce the mean values of

tUrk'z i,. ‑‑[KPj] l t∑ (∂klU,QKf,'k
∫

即and甲z toniL

+幻',kUl;I)).

substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eqs･ (2･a) or (2lb), we

derive Ki,･ aS follows throughthe approximation 1/( 1 +X)

where

‑1‑I+x2.

withrespectto l, and i andj vary from lto P of the

8kl is Kronecker's delta,日, means column vector

degrees of freedom of unknown displacements. ln the above

K".‑写選評[(舶J･Rl,+讐許可l

equations, it is pointed out that unkL"Wn COefficients are

･(港(舶′･RL)+Q/)(pL･去叩L)

evaluated successively on the basis of Eq. (8) W叫ch agrees

with the solution of conventiomalfinite element equilibrium

･((読+(T‰)2)(yoJQz･Rl)

equation. Then as shown in the previous report, the expec一･

tation E[Ul] and dispersion Var[U.] are obtained as
･子竺‰)pl2 ･=････] : plane stress(51a)
functions of the correlations ofでk and/or 9フk.

Kり‑写1TBl("Ol+H/,+撃町l
･ (( 11'豊'2y芝yQFz,TRL'･Ql)(p/･孟mJ)

･くく

2

The statistics of stress and strain are derived as follows.

Firstly, strain is given as Eq. (14) thtoughthe appro‑
priate strain･nodaldisplacement matrixは]･

eJ‑EB}mUm

(1+4yヲ)2

(14)

トリト2(yOJ)2 + (1 ry?12̀('y9)=2)2
where el,e2

･ (〟?QL･RL,･丁こ諾墓所Q/)pl2･‑]
:

plane

strain

(5‑b)

and e3‑

correspond to er, Eg and

γcy

respectively, and B)m represents the jm ‑th entity or[B ].
Consequently, Eq. (14) is reduced to the form of Eq. (14･a)

It will be reasonable that the terms greater than third order

on the basis of Eq.(6) because BJm is evaluated deter‑

with respect toワl and/or甲t are neglected based on the

ministically as a spatial derivative of a shape functionwithin

assumption that the fluctuations are small.Asshown in Eq.

the present problem,

(5‑a) or (5‑b), K.･) has the fouowing generalexpansion form

e,I‑∑ Bjm Ua, +∑∑ a,.柄(UL抑+Ulm'k Pk)
m

m

A

regardless of plane stress state or plane strain state.

+ ∑∑∑ B,･m (US,k榊か/ +US;h川岬/ +U2m"kL卯甲))
Kl, ‑Kg,･+ ∑ (Kij仰+Kl;JlPE)

m

A

I

∫

+∑ (那,･仰甲J+KぎIlpf)
/

(5IC)

(14‑a)

E[e)･] and Vark)] can be evaluated in the straitforwald
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manneras E[U,] and Var[UJ,

[芸ap;芸appp] (Z圭Gdp)

Secondly, stress is given throughthe stress･strain matrix
lD] of the element n under interest, of which the form is

(19)

whereくびα ) represents unknown displacement vector, and
tFa ) and fFβ) indicate known and unknown nodal force

一レ 1 0

00 リ

1 1リ 0

vectors respectively. The stochastic process UF, the i ‑th
[β ]

ニ

LLJl

(15)

L

entity of fUPi,is represented as following in the same way

]

in Eq. (3) and (4).

It is apparent that D.,･, the entity of lD],generally has the

uF‑UC,+T,

(20)

same fom as Eqs. (2･a) or (2･b) exceptthe summationwith

whereUgl is a deterministic term as the expectation of UF,

respect ot l and that Dl)･is expanded as following in a similar

and r''indicates the stochastic process of which the mean

manner as in Eqs. (5･a), (51b) or (SIC)〜

value is zero.

Applying Eq. (20) to Eq. (21) derived from Eq. (19), We

D.,‑DP,+Dt,甲n+Dt,'･甲n+D?m岬n+Df,'甲孟(151a)

obtain Eq. (22) as the l'‑th entity of the unknown dis‑

Therefore, stress is summarized as follows.

placement vector tUa i.
0, ‑∑ Dわe,
∫

‑∑ Dり∑B]mUOm
}

tUa)‑[Kaα]‑i (fFa)‑[KaP]tuPI])

(21)

m

U,a ‑ ∑ KF,a F才一∑∑ Kla,a KMUCk

+∑ [∑ fDP, ∑B,mULk+8kn∑B,mUOmDi,)甲点
;

A･

q

i

Jti･

+∑ fD?,∑B,nPh'h+8km∑B,mUOmD封甲々]
A

m

)

A

I

n2

I

m

(22)

A

where KT,･a rep.esents the ij ･th entity of [Kaa]‑l･ and it
goeswithout saying that a linear relation holds between UF

m

and

+ 8hn∑B ,mUh'kDt,･+8ln ∑B,mUln,kD!;)行脚
m

γ̀h･

Then, the expectation and dispersion of Uヂaregiven

m

十∑∑ fDPj ∑B,･mU孟'k'[ +Bkn8Jn∑BjmUOmDi,I
A

A

〜

+∑∑ (Dg, ∑ B,mU訂kL+8kn8ln ∑ B,mUOmD?,
A

A

m

+∑ [∑∑(D?j∑B,m鵜kJ十8/n∑Bjm鵜hD3,)行脚
}

}

‑∑∑ K‑,a,aK新月=Ug, +∑ U字,hrh

I

m

as fわllows.

m

E[U㌢]

+8l" ∑B,mUh;kDt,I)p岬L]
iud

‑Uoa.

(23)

Vay[UF] ‑∑∑ U平.hUF,LE[rkTl]

…09+∑ (qき仰十02'kPk)+∑∑ (0誓kl野川/+
k

A

(24)

A .(

I

+oヲ;I q岬J+ork'L甲kPl)

(16)

ln case γkand γL represent a horizontalmuctuation and a

vertical nuctuation respectively as an example, it should be

where ol, 02 and o3 COrreSPOnd to or･ oyand Txyrespective‑

pointed out that E[rkrL] corresponds to a cross･

ly･ Finally, the expectation and dispersion of o‡ are derived

correlation function,giving rise to the fact the use of two･

as follows.

variate stochastic process is generally required to dealwith
the present problem.

E[0,]‑09+∑∑ fo?kLE[符岬L]
A

Throughappropriate lB ] matrix, strain el is calculated

I

+0㍍LE[甲hPl] +02,'k'/ E[甲k Pl])

(17)

as Eq. (26) from the corresponding nodal displacements

which canbe written in the general form of Eq･ (25)･

Var[0,] ‑E[0,2]‑(E[0,]〉2

‑(胡)2+∑∑ ((o壬kO王L +2090.2kl)Elq岬/]
k

I

um‑U｡m+∑

U.mhrh

(25)

A

+2(oきkOt;+090㍍/)E[符kq)J]

e/‑∑BlmUm‑∑ BlmU｡m十∑Blm ∑U.mhrh (26)
+(oi'kOt; + 2oPoぎ;'L )E[甲岬L]†

‑(Eloi])2

m

m

m

A

(18)

ln the above equations, Ulmk is reduced to Kronecker's
3. Fomt]lation for Flucttlation of Geometrical Dot)ndary

delta Bmh When Um represents U急, and the definitions of

Condition

eL and ELM are the same as in the preceding chapter. Itwill

lnthe present chapter, geometrical boundary condition

be unnecessary to show the simple forms of E[eL] and

くびりin the fわllowing equilibrium equation is taken as a

stochastic process.

VarleJ ].
Stress OJ , de缶nedalso in the preceding chapter, and the
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found to be expansible into the problems of f一uctuations of

materialproperties and geometrical boundary condition･

0,‑∑ D,/eL
/

The present attempt not only diversifies the rlnite

‑∑D,J∑ B/mU｡,〜+∑D,Z∑B/m∑Ulm々Tk
I

m

I

m

element methods but also is compatible with structurahisk

A

…0.,'+∑oュ.hr点

(27)

analysis or reliability‑based design such as second moment

A

method, 6)
E[0.]‑q｡,

(28)

(Manuscript received, February 4, I 980)
Var[0,]‑∑∑0.Z点0.,A E[Tkrh]
A

(29)

A

It should be noted in the present chapter that any
approximation techniques such as second‑Order perturbation
method is not utilized and the exact solutions ar声derived

by virtue of the linear relations among displacement, strain
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